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Abstract

We have reanalyzed the Voyager 1 UVS solar occultations by Titan to expand upon previous analyses and to resolve inconsist
have been noted in the scientific literature. To do so, we have developed a detailed model of the UVS detector and improved bo
reduction methods and retrieval techniques. In comparison to the values previously determined by Smith et al. (1982, J. Geophy
1351–1359) we find N2 densities that are 25–60% higher, CH4 densities that are smaller by a factor of 3–7, and C2H2 densities that are
roughly two orders of magnitude smaller. Our values for the thermospheric temperature are 153–158 K, which are approximately 20–
colder than previous estimates. We also report the first-ever determination from Voyager UVS data of density profile information f2H4,
HCN, and HC3N. Finally, we present a simple engineering model that is consistent with our new results in the upper atmosphere an
smoothly with the model of Yelle et al. (1997, in: HUYGENS Science, Payload and Mission, in: ESA SP, vol. 1177, pp. 243–256) in
lower atmosphere. Our results provide improved constraints for photochemical models and offer scientists a better understanding
upper atmosphere as we head into the Cassini era in the exploration of the saturnian system.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In late 1980, Voyager 1 visited the Saturn system
gave us our first detailed look at Titan and its atmosphere
trajectory carried Voyager 1 past Titan while inbound to S
urn, with the closest approach occurring at 0541 UTC (co
dinated universal time) on November 12, 1980, at a dista
of roughly 6500 km. Each Voyager spacecraft was equip
with a suite of instruments, one of which was the Ultravio
Spectrometer (UVS). The UVS made a number of diff
ent observations at Titan, including disk-averaged spe
of Titan’s dayglow, measurements of emission as a fu
tion of altitude (limb drifts), and solar occultations by t
atmosphere. Post-encounter analyses of the Voyager 1
observations are summarized byBroadfoot et al. (1981a),
while Smith et al. (1982) and Strobel and Shemansky (19
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presented detailed discussions of the solar occultation
airglow analyses, respectively.

The solar occultation data consisted of spectra taken
fore and during atmospheric attenuation, from which
line-of-sight optical depth was determined. From this opt
depth information,Smith et al. (1982)inferred an N2 den-
sity of 2.7±0.2×108 cm−3 at a radial distance of 3840 km
a CH4 mixing ratio of 8± 3% near 3700 km, and a mix
ing ratio for C2H2 that varied from 1–2% above 3400 km
0.1–0.3% below 3300 km. From the scale height of the2
density profile, they derived temperatures of 176± 20 and
196± 20 K at the evening and morning terminators, resp
tively.

Recently,Strobel et al. (1992)reanalyzed Titan’s ultra
violet airglow. Because the structure of Titan’s upper
mosphere is important in understanding the UV emissio
Strobel et al.also reexamined the solar occultation data o
Smith et al.and discovered that theSmith et al.model
thermosphere was not consistent with their observed
tical depth profiles. Therefore,Strobel et al.attempted to
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derive a new model for Titan’s thermosphere that is con
tent with theSmith et al.optical depth profiles and merg
with the physics-based radiative transfer model for Tita
mesosphere ofYelle (1991). They found it impossible to
simultaneously fit all of the optical depth profiles and c
cluded that the profiles, particularly those dominated
CH4, are not internally consistent. The best matches
could achieve were for CH4 tropopause mixing ratios o
0.026–0.05 and exospheric temperatures of 172–175 K
ing these atmospheres, however, they were unable to m
either the observed emission intensities or the location
the emission peaks, primarily because the CH4 density in
the upper atmosphere required by the solar occultation
is too large. This ledStrobel et al.to conclude that a seriou
reanalysis of the solar occultation data was needed.

The importance of the UVS solar occultation data c
not be overstated. Over the past two decades, the dis
density and temperature results from theSmith et al. (1982
analysis have provided the upper boundary conditions

Fig. 1. Illustration of the Voyager 1 trajectory during the Titan fly-by. T
top view shows the trajectory as seen from the Sun and the ranges
which atmospheric absorption was measured by the UVS. The bottom
shows the geometry in the plane of the trajectory. The ingress occ
tion occurred on the evening (dusk) terminator, and the egress occul
occurred on the morning (dawn) terminator. The geometry of the ingres
cultation is more favorable because the spacecraft was closer to Titan durin
the occultation. The indicated latitudes, longitudes, and ranges refer
mid-point of the relevant occultation.
-
h

e

r

photochemical(Yung et al., 1984; Yung, 1987; Toublanc
al., 1995; Lara et al., 1996)and radiative transfer(Friedson
and Yung, 1984; Lellouch et al., 1990; Yelle, 1991)models
of Titan’s atmosphere, which are in turn the basis for m
els of the ionosphere(Ip, 1990; Gan et al., 1992; Keller e
al., 1992, 1994; Roboz and Nagy, 1994; Keller and Crav
1994), atmospheric escape processes(Bertaux and Kockarts
1983; Lammer and Bauer, 1991; Bauer, 1992), and UV
emissions(Strobel et al., 1992). Engineering models deve
oped for the Cassini mission(Lellouch and Hunten, 1987
Yelle et al., 1997)have also relied on theSmith et al.results.
While some information can be inferred from the airgl
observations, it is usually model-dependent,and the sola
cultation data provide theonlydirect measurements we ha
of Titan’s neutral upper atmospheric structure and com
sition. Ground-based observations cannot probe this re
of the atmosphere, and the UV emissions are too weak
observed from Earth, even with the Hubble Space Telesc

Analyses of the UVS occultations at Neptune and
ton (e.g.,Herbert and Sandel, 1991; Yelle et al., 199
Krasnopolsky et al., 1993) have demonstrated that contin
ous vertical profiles of density rather than only a few val
at discrete altitudes can be retrieved from the UVS occu
tion data. Such profiles would greatly enhance our abilit
model the middle and upper regions of Titan’s atmosph
providing more detailed constraints than have been avai
previously. Also, the remarkably successful Galileo pre
tion paper ofYelle et al. (1996)has shown that reanalys
of UVS occultation data using improved data reduction
analysis methods can result in different conclusions than
lier analyses (cf.Festou et al., 1981). Given these recen
developments, the wide-ranging applications of theSmith et
al. (1982)results, and the conclusion ofStrobel et al. (1992
that theSmith et al.results are inconsistent, we have und
taken a detailed reanalysis of the UVS solar occultation d

2. UVS occultation observations and data reduction

The general theory of absorptive occultations is describe
in detail bySmith and Hunten (1990). We simply state tha
the basis for absorptive occultations is the Lambert–B
law:

(1)I (λ) = Io(λ) e−τ (λ).

In this expression,I (λ) is the intensity of light at wavelengt
λ after attenuation by some amount of absorbing materia
our case, the atmosphere of Titan),Io(λ) is the unattenuate
intensity, andτ (λ) is the optical depth of the absorbing m
terial.

The Voyager 1 UVS observed both an ingress and eg
solar occultation by Titan’s atmosphere when it passed
hind Titan relative to the Sun as shown inFig. 1. The solar
terminator and locations of the ingress and egress occ
tions are also illustrated. During each occultation, the U
made a series of spectral measurements as the line of
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to the Sun moved through Titan’s atmosphere. These a
uated spectra (I ) can be divided by the unattenuated spec
(Io) obtained outside of Titan’s atmosphere to constru
series of transmission spectra (I/Io), which are independen
of the absolute calibration of the spectrometer. TheseI/Io

spectra represent the transmission of Titan’s atmosp
convolved with the instrumental characteristics of the UV
and their variation with wavelength and altitude can be
alyzed to determine the composition and abundance of
absorbers in Titan’s atmosphere. This analysis, however
pends critically on our ability to remove a number of
strumental and observational effects from the transmis
spectra, and this in turn relies on a detailed understandin
the UVS instrument and its operation during the Titan so
occultations.

2.1. Description of the UVS

The Voyager 1 UVS was designed to optimize the
formation retrieved from an ultraviolet absorptive occul
tion by recording the continuous spectrum over a diagno
wavelength range at regularly spaced intervals in the
mosphere. It is a compact, Wadsworth-mounted, objec
grating spectrometer covering the wavelength range of
proximately 530–1700 Å. Detailed information on the d
sign and operation of the UVS may be found inBroadfoot et
al. (1977), Broadfoot and Sandel (1977), and Vervack (19
(henceforth known as V97).

The UVS has two ports: an airglow port for observi
extended sources and stars and an occultation port fo
serving the Sun. The light passes through a series of thir
mechanical baffles constituting the collimator and then
dergoes a single normal incidence reflection from the c
cave diffraction grating, which simultaneously focuses a
disperses the radiation onto the detector assembly.

All photons reaching the active area of the detector a
sembly undergo a three-stage process to convert the ph
energy to detector counts. The first stage is the conver
of photons to charge, accomplished using a semi-transp
photocathode and two microchannel plates (MCP) in se
The magnitude of the charge cascades in the MCPs dep
upon their gain, and the UVS can operate in several dif
ent gain states to enable it to observe sources over a
range of intensities. The second stage is the collectio
charge by the detector, which is a self-scanned anod
ray with 126 active elements spanning a wavelength inte
of 9.26 Å each. The third and final stage is the convers
of the charge on the anodes to detector counts using a
resolution (3-bit) A-to-D converter.

The particular design of the Voyager UVS leads to sev
effects that we must consider in interpreting UVS occu
tion spectra. First, use of the mechanical collimator lead
the reduction of the incoming radiation as the source mo
off-axis. This reduction is described by the “slit functio
of the port, which represents the fraction of light enter
the slit that ultimately passes through the collimator an
-

-

-

n

t

s

-

reaches the grating. Second, there are distinctly differen
spectral resolutions for point and extended sources. Fo
tended sources, the resolution is∼ 30 Å; for point sources
it is ∼ 18 Å. The Sun, which is a finite source (i.e., o
that is too large to be considered a point source but d
not fill the slit and is therefore not an extended sourc
has a spectral resolution that falls between these va
Third, the diffracted and focused photons form an ima
of the source at each wavelength at the detector assem
but the use of the collimator and imperfections in the g
ing result in some photons being scattered. These scat
photons are not properly focused by the grating and re
in radiation of wavelengthX contaminating the image fo
wavelengthY and vice versa for all wavelengths. These
strumentally scattered photons are referred to as “scat
light” and must be removed in processing UVS spectra.
nally, the wavelength range recorded by the UVS varies
a point or finite source depending upon its position in
UVS slit. As the source moves off-axis, the nominal wa
length range changes as the position of a given wavele
on the detector assembly shifts because of a change i
incidence angle of the incoming light at the grating. Th
last two effects are important in properly interpreting
wavelength-dependent absorption features in the trans
sion spectra.

2.2. Spectral processing

Before the generation of theI/Io transmission spectra
a number of instrumental effects had to be removed. Th
include the nonlinear response of the UVS to the bright
tensities of the solar spectrum,the anode-to-anode variation
in detector sensitivity, the charge-dependent spreading o
electron cloud generated by the MCPs, a peculiar effec
which the even-numbered channels of the detector coun
properly, and the presence of instrumentally scattered l
In addition, two other effects—the presence of satura
channels in the bright H Lymanα line and the occurrence o
a mid-occultation gain change—had to be corrected for ap
propriately. Except for scattered light and the saturation
the H Lymanα line, all these effects were removed throu
the use of a detailed model of the UVS detector assem
Brief descriptions are provided here; further details of t
process and the detector assembly model are found in V

2.2.1. Detector assembly model
The corrections for the instrumental effects of the U

are based on an understanding of detector behavior d
mined from laboratory and in-flight measurements. We h
constructed a mathematical model of the detector asse
operation that follows the propagation of a signal throu
the assembly, beginning with the occurrence of a photoe
at the MCPs. The model utilizes a Monte Carlo simulat
to compute the signal recorded by the UVS detector fo
given photoevent rate in each spectral channel and a s
fied integration time (0.32 seconds for occultation spec
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To do this, a number of photoevents are followed thro
amplification in the MCPs, collection of the charge by
detector anodes, and digitization of the charge by the A-to
D convertor. This procedure is carried out iteratively for
number of detector scans that occur in the integration t
and the results of each simulated scan are summed and
aged to generate the final spectrum. The resulting spec
is compared to the measured spectrum, the photoevent
are adjusted according to the mismatch, and the proce
repeated until convergence is achieved.

In the Monte Carlo simulation, the number of photoeve
in a given scan is randomly determined from a Poisson di
bution having the specified average rate. The charge as
ated with each photoevent is then randomly determined f
an exponential distribution proportional to the effective g
of the MCPs (i.e., including the effects of current limiting
The spreading of the electron clouds as they travel from
MCPs to the detector anodes is modeled, and the resu
distribution of charge on each detector anode is integr
and converted to detector counts using A-to-D thresh
measured in the laboratory.

The two critical elements of this simulation are the g
of the MCPs and the spreading of the electron cloud. W
measurements of the electron cloud expansion were
ducted in laboratory testing, they have not been fully utiliz
in previous data reduction methods. We used our mod
conjunction with the measurements to develop a cha
dependent parameterization for the expansion. The MC
gain was also determined in laboratory testing; howe
the gain of the Voyager 1 UVS MCPs has changed in-fl
owing not only to normal lifetime degradation but more se
ously to the harsh radiation environment suffered during
Jupiter encounter.

For the Titan solar occultations, accurate knowledge
the gain is even more criticalbecause of a mid-occultatio
change from the low (HVL 2) gain state to the high (HVL
gain state. The solar intensity was sufficiently bright to s
urate the UVS at many wavelengths in HVL 3 but not
HVL 2. Therefore, all the referenceIo and roughly half of
theI spectra were obtained in HVL 2. Once the spectra
been attenuated to some degree, the gain was chang
HVL 3 to increase the recorded signal and allow the occu
tion to probe deeper into Titan’s atmosphere. To ensure
tinuity in the transmission spectra with altitude, this cha
had to be handled carefully.

Fortunately, the gain of the MCPs can be inferred in-fli
from two types of observations. The first involves the diff
ence in signals recorded in two modes of operation of
A-to-D convertor. In the first mode (pulse counting), a sin
count is recorded if the charge on an anode exceeds the
threshold level. In the second mode (pulse height or p
integration), counts are recorded according to the full rang
of thresholding levels. Thus, for a given source strengt
larger difference in the recorded signals for the two mo
implies a higher MCP gain. We used observations of the
bright starβ Cen taken in 1983 in the two modes to est
r-

s
s

i-

-

to

t

lish the HVL 3 gain. These observations showed not on
substantial change in the gain from the lab-determined
ues but also a significant variation across the detector
was previously unknown. To ensure that the MCPs had
changed between the 1980 Titan encounter and these
surements, spectra ofβ Cen obtained a few months pri
to the encounter were compared to the 1983 spectra. D
ences were less than 5% across the entire spectrum.

The HVL 2 gain could not be determined using the sa
method as the HVL 3 gain because no observations ex
the two modes in HVL 2. Instead, we used a second typ
observation to establish the HVL 2 gain. Two months a
the Titan occultation, a solar calibration was conducte
which the UVS slit was slewed across the Sun. Two sl
were performed: one in HVL 2 and one in HVL 3. Th
HVL 2 gain was determined by iteratively adjusting it un
the processed HVL 2 and HVL 3 spectra were as consis
as possible. However, to achieve a reasonable consist
we also had to make an adjustment to the current limi
parameterization. The original parameterization was base
on lab measurements made using an aperture represe
the size of the Sun at Jupiter, and our adjustments were
essary to reduce the effect to a level consistent with the
of the Sun at Saturn.

A final element of the Monte Carlo simulation is the
clusion of an empirical correction for a problem with t
even-numbered anodes of the detector. The UVS anod
ray is constructed as a pair of interdigitated arrays, with
odd-numbered anodes in one array and the even-numbere
anodes in the other. These two arrays have separate
nal processing chains. For an unknown reason, the e
numbered anodes fail to record the signal properly at
high intensities of the solar spectrum. The failure is dep
dent on the total signal on the entire detector, becom
worse as the total signal increases and disappearing
the total signal decreases to a certain level. To accoun
this effect, we used several solar calibrations of the t
described above to develop a total-signal-dependent par
meterization that applies an appropriate reduction facto
the charge on the even anodes before the charge is dig
by the A-to-D. A single factor is used for all the even ch
nels because the total signal on the entire detector is a
parameter (hinting at a detector-wide rather than individ
channel problem). The parameterization, though simpl
remarkably successful in reproducing the problem. Thi
the first time that an empirical correction for this proble
has been applied to UVS solar occultation spectra, and i
allowed us to recover the full wavelength resolution of
UVS. Previous analyses eitherneglected the even spectr
channels or averaged the adjacent odd channels, effec
halving the resolution.

The use of our detector assembly model in remov
these instrumental effects from UVS data represents a
stantial improvement over previous methods. It accoun
more accurately for a number of effects and includes
rections for others that have not been considered in the
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It also allows for a more detailed calculation of the asso
ated uncertainties in the resulting spectra by including
inherent randomness of the charges generated in the M
This improvement in our ability to process UVS spectra
resulted in a data set of high quality and is a primary fac
in the differences between our analysis and that ofSmith et
al. (1982).

2.2.2. H Lymanα saturation
The above method is not able to infer the proper inten

in a channel that is saturated. Fortunately, the gain cha
eliminated this in all but a small number of spectra in wh
only the H Lymanα line is saturated. To correct for thi
which was necessary for proper removal of scattered li
we used the non-saturated wings of the line to scale an H
manα line profile obtained from the appropriate referen
spectrum to a level representative of the H Lymanα line
in the attenuated spectrum. This scaling was performed
suming that CH4 was the dominant absorber, and the sca
factor across the line followed that of the CH4 photoabsorp-
tion cross section for these wavelengths.

2.2.3. Scattered light
The removal of instrumentally scattered light from t

spectra was accomplished through the application of a linea
matrix. The nominal matrix is described byBroadfoot et al.
(1981b); however, we have determined that several chan
in the matrix are necessary in light of our improved proce
ing technique. These are described by V97, and the alt
matrix was used to remove the scattered light compone
the spectra.

2.3. Generation of transmission spectra

The final phase of the data reduction was the genera
of transmission spectra by dividing the processedI by the
Io spectra. In doing so, we had to account for the effect
the limit cycle (attitude control) motions of the spacecra
As the Sun moves in the UVS slit owing to the limit cyc
motions, the recorded solar spectrum is modulated in in
sity because of the slit function and is shifted in wavelen
(seeSection 2.1). For theI/Io spectra to represent the tru
absorption of Titan’s atmosphere unmodulated by these
fects, it is critical that theI andIo spectra be obtained at th
same relative position in the UVS slit.

Locations in the slit are characterized by two quantit
�W and �L. These pertain to the width (dispersion) a
length directions of the slit, respectively. The two effe
mentioned above are both connected to the�W direction.
The only effect of motion in the�L direction is the variation
in detector sensitivity. These variations are known to ex
however, it is difficult to ascertain where along the len
the Sun is absolutely positioned (�W and�L are relative
quantities). For the Titan solar occultations, the motion
�L was small enough that the effects should be minim
and we have neglected them.
.

-

To account for the�W motion, the�W value for each
I andIo spectrum was calculatedfrom the roll, pitch, and
yaw angle information in the engineering telemetry. We th
binned the reference spectra using a step size of 0.001◦, cho-
sen because it is large enough to ensure an adequate nu
of spectra in each bin, thereby increasing the signal-to-n
ratio, but small enough that it represents a fraction of a s
tral channel (each channel subtends 0.0286◦), thereby min-
imizing the spectral shift from one bin to the next. Once
the reference spectra were binned, each bin was norma
by the number of spectra in the bin to generate an ave
referenceIo spectrum at each bin-center�W . Finally, each
I spectrum was divided by the appropriate reference s
trum to generate the finalI/Io transmission spectra.

A complication in the Titan occultations occurred w
the egress occultation. Shortly after the beginning of
egress reference spectra measurements, the measure
nal suffered a discontinuous jump that showed no correla
with the limit cycle motion, which remained continuous. A
ter this juncture, there was no correlation between the si
intensity and the limit cycle motion. The reason for this
unknown; however, it has been observed to happen at o
times with Voyager data (W.T. Forrester, private commu
cation, 1995).

Regardless of the cause, the event made the egres
erence spectra unusable. The range of�W of the ingress
reference spectra was sufficiently large that it likely c
ered the egress range; however, each slew of the spac
scan platform resets the reference frame of the limit cycle
information. We were able to solve this problem by cro
correlating one of the few good egress reference spectra
the ingress spectra to find a relationship between the
frames. (A similar cross-correlation between the ingress
erence spectra and the spectra from a solar calibration
employed to determine the absolute spectral shift in e
spectrum, necessary in modeling the spectra during th
mospheric retrieval.) Thus, ingress reference spectra we
also used for the egress occultation.

The last step in generating the transmission spectra
to calculate the altitudes of the line of sight in Titan
atmosphere. For this, we assumed a spherical Titan
a radius of 2575 km and used the method described
Nicholson et al. (1990), in which all geometry calculation
are performed in a titanocentric reference frame. Perfo
ing the calculations in this manner allowed the motion of
Sun, Titan, and the spacecraft to be taken into account
relatively simple fashion. The necessary vectors were d
mined using NAIF (Navigation and Ancillary Informatio
Facility) SPICE (Spacecraft Planet Instrument “C-Matrix”
Events) library routines obtained from NASA’s Jet Prop
sion Laboratory. For each spectrum, the vectors were d
mined using the ephemeris time of the observation, wh
was calculated from the spacecraft event time (SCET
the spectrum. All times and vectors were referenced to th
J2000 inertial reference frame that is used by the SPICE
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Fig. 2. “Raw light curves” for three representative channels of the UVS spectra are shown in the first three sets of panels. The fourth set is a plo
corresponding�W values. The data are plotted versus time, but a number oftime gaps have been suppressed in the plots; hence, thex-axis label is “time” in
quotes. The large change in signal for the three channels marks the change in gain. The dashed line separates the reference spectra region (to the left)from the
attenuation region in the ingress occultation. No line is shown for the egress occultation because all the spectra are considered to be attenuated spectra (see
text). The dashed line occurs at a slight discontinuity in the plots, which marks the time at which an image was taken. This required a change in the teleetry
mode that rendered the spectra in that region useless, and they have been eliminated from the plot. Note that the low-gain portions of the curves for channels
67 and 111 have been scaled by the given factors, illustrating the large differences in the signal levels of the two gain states.

Fig. 3. Final light curves averaged over the specified channel ranges andtheir corresponding 1-σ uncertainties. The ranges arecentered on the individua
channels shown inFig. 2. Only every fifth point has been plotted for clarity. The “dip” artifact described in the text is clearly seen in the light curves
third set of panels (channels 109–113). The lighter, solid lines overlying these curves represent the smooth, fitted curves used in the retrievals (see text).
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Figure 2 shows three channels of the “raw” (i.e., u
processed) spectra for both occultations as a functio
time. It also shows the corresponding value of�W . Fea-
tures such as the gain change and the correlation bet
the signal intensity and the�W motion are evident.Figure 3
shows the final transmission spectra values averaged
three channel ranges (centered on the channels displayed
Fig. 2) as a function of altitude. We present channel ran
rather than individual channels because we will compar
these measured light curves to model light curves inSec-
n

r

tion 4.2. Owing to the channel-to-channel noise in the d
the model curves resulting from the retrieval process ca
poor fits on an individual channel basis. Because it is th
across many channels that dictates the final density pro
it is better to compare against an averaged light curve
as those we show here.

Note that the level of the light curves, a term by which
titude profiles of transmissionare often referred to, excee
one for some data points because these curves repr
the ratio of two measured spectra. The average level a
the light curves is generally equal to or less than one,
any given point may be greater than one because of un
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tainties in the measured spectra. The uncertainties for t
light curves are also shown, and they have been propag
through all the spectral processing steps, reference sp
binning, and transmission spectra generation using the
dard methods for propagation of uncertainties as outline
Bevington and Robinson (1992).

2.3.1. The “dip”
A notable feature in the curve for channels 109–113

Fig. 3 is the “dip” that is centered around the gain chan
This “dip” is an artifact of the even channel correction a
is caused by poor statistics in the even channel correc
factor at low signal levels, which are difficult to simulate r
alistically. In addition, the even channel correction meth
applies a single correction factor to the entire spectr
however, it is possible that local effects are present tha
difficult to impossible to model.Local effects are especiall
likely in the long wavelength channels, where the even ch
nels often recorded zero counts in the HVL 2 spectra.
“dip” is only present in the long wavelength channels, le
ing confidence to this interpretation.

The “dip” begins when attenuation sets in at the sh
est wavelengths; it bottoms out when attenuation begin
H Lymanα. Because H Lymanα dominates the spectrum
the even channel problem begins to go away as it is a
uated. The “dip” turns up from this point on until it end
when the even channel problem disappears owing to a l
enough decrease in the intensity of the incoming radiat
At that point, the even channel correction turns itself off a
the light curves represent the true level of the signal aga

There is little we can do about the presence of th
“dip.” The even channel correction works sufficiently w
in HVL 3 and in the shorter wavelength channels in HVL
that this anomaly is worth tolerating. During the atmosphe
retrieval, we deal with the “dip” by fitting the affected ligh
curves with a smooth profile prior to the retrieval, there
negating its presence to a large degree.Section 3.1describes
the fitting procedure, and the smooth curve inFig. 3 is an
example of the resulting fits. This is not optimal, but it re
resents the best we can do under the circumstances.

3. Retrieval method

Previous analyses of UVS occultation data have
ployed one of two approaches. The first involves gene
ing a physically plausible atmosphere, calculating mo
transmission spectra, and adjusting the atmosphere unt
model and measured transmission spectra are the bes
sible match (e.g., the original Titan analysis ofSmith et
al., 1982). The second involves direct retrieval of the
mospheric densities from the transmission spectra v
mathematical inversion technique (e.g., the Neptune occu
tation analysis ofYelle et al., 1993). The first has the advan
tage of guaranteeing a physically consistent atmosphere
avoids much of the mathematical complexity of the seco
d
a
-

-

d

but the computational time can be long if many iterations
required to converge. The second is computationally m
efficient and is generally better at estimating the uncert
ties but relies on mathematical relationships that are o
poor approximations of reality.

For this work, we chose an approach that is a hybrid of
two. We forward modeled the transmission spectra as in
first method, but we relied on an iterative technique to de
mine the atmospheric densities rather than providing a fi
input atmosphere. The primary advantage in this approa
that it allows accurate modeling of the transmission spe
by including effects such as atmospheric attenuation, w
length blending, and the finite size of the Sun in both thI

andIo spectrumprior to dividing the two. In the direct inver
sion approach, such effects must be approximated thro
parameterizations and cross section weightings because th
starting point is the measuredI/Io spectrum in which thes
effects are already combined and inseparable.

To carry out the retrieval, we employed a two-st
process. In the first step, we solved for the column de
ties of the absorbing species by fitting each transmis
spectrum independently using the Marquardt–Levenb
minimization technique described byPress et al. (1992).
The function minimized in our retrieval was the chi-squa
spectral mismatch between the fitted and measured t
mission spectra given by

(2)�S =
∑

c

[M(c) − D(c)]2
[σD(c)]2 ,

where�S is the spectral mismatch (i.e., our function valu
the sum is taken over thec channels of the spectra,M(c)

andD(c) are the values of the model and measured tra
mission spectra for channelc, andσD(c) is the uncertainty
of the measured transmission spectrum for channelc. Once
the mismatch�S was minimized, the Marquardt–Levenbe
procedure returned both the column densities and their a
ciated covariance matrix.

In the second step, we inverted the column densities
each species to yield the vertical number densities u
a constrained linear technique similar to that described
Twomey (1977)and employed byYelle et al. (1993)in
the analysis of the UVS Neptune occultations. In this
version, we used a second difference smoothness cons
(seeTwomey, 1977) and assumed a spherically symm
ric atmosphere, an altitude grid spacing of 5 km, a lin
quadrature for the variation of the number densities wit
each layer, and an exponential fall-off above the upperm
layer with a temperature of 155 K (consistent with the p
liminary analysis results of V97). The uncertainties in
number densities were calculated by propagating the col
density covariance matrix through the inversion (cf.Menke,
1989).

To model theI spectrum during the retrieval procedu
we first attenuated an input solar spectrum by determin
the line-of-sight optical depthτ at each wavelength and a
plying Eq. (1). The optical depthτ is defined in terms o
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atmospheric quantities as

(3)τ (λ, rpca) =
∑

i

∞∫
−∞

σi(λ, s)ni(s) ds,

whererpca is the radial distance from the center of Titan
the point of closest approach along the line of sight,
σi(λ, s) and ni(s) are the total extinction cross section
wavelengthλ and the local number density, respectively,
speciesi along the line-of-sight direction, specified here
s and having its origin at the pointrpca. For UVS occulta-
tions,σ represents photoabsorption cross sections. For
layered atmosphere, the integral inEq. (3)may be replaced
with a summation over the layersj to give

(4)τ (λ, rpca) =
∑

i

jmax∑
jlow

[
σ(λ)

]
ij
Nij ,

whereNij is the column density for speciesi in layerj . In
the retrieval method employed here, we solve for the t
column densities directly, so we replaceEq. (4)with

(5)τ (λ, rpca) =
∑

i

[
σ(λ)

]
i
Ni,

where Ni is the total column density for speciesi and
[σ(λ)]i is the cross section for speciesi. Optimally,[σ(λ)]i
should be appropriately weighted to account for temp
ture variations along the line of sight. However, the gen
lack of cross section measurements at temperatures rel
to Titan’s atmosphere mitigated this, and we simply u
the cross sections corresponding to the temperature a
point of closest approach. The nominal temperature pr
of Yelle et al. (1997)was used to establish the proper cr
sections.

As an input source spectrum in the retrievals, we u
the SC#21REFW reference spectrum ofHinteregger et al
(1981), adjusted to represent the solar spectrum for Nov
ber 12, 1980, using their model and the appropriate fac
as provided by K. Fukui (personal communication, 199
The solar fluxes were then reduced to account for the
liocentric distance of Titan. The cross sections used in
retrievals are shown inFig. 4, and their sources are listed
Table 1. Both the solar spectrum and the cross sections w
interpolated (appropriately weighted) onto a 0.5 Å grid pr
to the calculations to ensure a small spacing in the w
lengths of the input spectrum relative to the 9.26 Å width
the UVS spectral channels. Detailed descriptions of the
struction of both the solar spectrum and cross section
sets may be found in V97.

Once attenuated, theI spectrum was degraded to UV
resolution, accounting for the UVS slit function (an im
proved version for the occultation port determined from
special series of observations),the spectral shift introduce
by the off-axis angle, the finite size of the Sun, and the U
optical line shape. These effects were applied to each w
length of the input spectrum, and the resulting spectrum
t

e

-

Fig. 4. Comparison of the photoabsorption cross sections for several sp
in Titan’s atmosphere. The sources of the cross section data are outlin
Table 1. All cross sections shown here correspond to room temperatur

Table 1
Sources for photoabsorption cross section data

Species Source

N2
Chan et al. (1993); Stark et al. (1992); Fennelly and T
(1992); Dalgarno et al. (1967)

CH4 Au et al. (1993); Samson et al. (1989); Mount and Mo
(1978); Mount et al. (1977)

C2H2 Cooper et al. (1995a); Smith et al. (1991); Xia et
(1991); Suto and Lee (1984)

C2H4 Cooper et al. (1995b); Zelikoff and Watanabe (1953)
C2H6 Au et al. (1993); Mount and Moos (1978)
C4H2 Okabe (1983)
HCN Nuth and Glicker (1982); Lee (1980)
C2N2 Nuth and Glicker (1982); Connors et al. (1974)
C4N2 Connors et al. (1974)
HC3N Connors et al. (1974)
H2 (continuum) Samson and Haddad (1994); Chan et al. (1992); F

and Browne (1973); Dalgarno and Allison (1969)
H2 (bands) Yelle et al. (1993)
H Sadeghpour and Dalgarno (1992); Samson (1966)
N Fennelly and Torr (1992)

integrated over the wavelength range of each spectral c
nel. TheIo spectrum was modeled in the same fashion
degrading the unattenuated solar spectrum, and the ra
the two spectra was taken to yield the transmission spect
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3.1. Specific issues in retrieving Titan’s atmosphere

Before we discuss the results of the retrievals, we add
several issues that are specificto the application of our re
trieval methods to the Titan solar occultations.

3.1.1. Handling the “dips”
The “dip” artifact in the longer wavelength light curve

(seeSection 2.3and Fig. 3) presented a difficulty in the
retrievals. To address this issue, we fitted the light cur
with a smooth function that joined the light curves acr
the “dips.”

To handle the two-level structure of the longer wa
length channels in which the “dip” occurs (seeFig. 3), we
fitted those light curves with a sum of two double expon
tials:

I

Io

(x) = a(n)exp
{−exp

[−α1(x)
]}

(6)+ [
1− a(n)

]
exp

{−exp
[−α2(x)

]}
,

where

(7)α1(x) =
(n−5)/2∑

i=1

a(i)

(
x − a(n − 4)

a(n − 3)

)i−1

,

(8)α2(x) =
(n−5)/2∑

i=1

a

(
i + n − 5

2

)(
x − a(n − 2)

a(n − 1)

)i−1

,

the a’s are the parameters of the fit,n is the total num-
ber of parameters, andx is the time/space ordinate of th
light curves (e.g., altitude, spectrum number). This funct
is constrained between the values of zero and one, so it
ideal form for a light curve.

We performed the fits using the same Marquardt–Lev
berg minimization procedure used in the retrievals. To g
erate the best fit possible, we varied the total numbe
parameters over a defined range and selected the fit
the smallest mismatch to the light curve data as the b
Eleven parameters yielded the best fit to the longer wa
length channels.

We determined the uncertainties in the fits using a pro
dure known as the “bootstrap” method. Based on a Mo
Carlo technique, the “bootstrap” method works by gene
ing synthetic light curves using the fit to the data in com
nation with the data uncertainties. Each synthetic light cu
is then fitted in the same manner as the data itself. Aft
specified number of synthetic light curves have been fit
all of the resulting fits are analyzed and confidence inte
curves are selected. We ran the procedure 200 times t
termine the 10 and 90% confidence limits of our best fit
the light curves.

The results of the fitting procedure are shown in the b
tom panel ofFig. 3 and are seen to be quite good. Plot
on the scale ofFig. 3, the confidence interval limits of th
fits are indistinguishable from the best fit and are not sho
Nevertheless, the confidence intervals were combined
-

the uncertainties of the data light curves to generate the
uncertainties assigned to the fit light curves, and the fit l
curves and these uncertainties were used as the input t
retrieval procedure.

We note that in the preliminary analysis of V97, all of t
light curves were fitted to reduce the noise in the retrie
Qualitatively, the use of smooth, fitted light curves in t
V97 retrieval may appear similar to our use of a smoo
ness constraint. However, a smoothness constraint striv
enforce continuity from one atmospheric layer to anot
while the smooth, fitted light curves only serve to redu
the spectral noise in each channel from spectrum to spec
trum. As such, the smooth, fitted curves will ultimately le
to a greater degree of oscillation in the retrieved profiles t
the smoothness constraint. While the combination of b
smooth, fitted light curves and a smoothness constraint
be appealing, oversmoothing of the data can be mislead
To that end, we only fitted the longer wavelength chann
where the “dip” was present in this work.

3.1.2. Species retrieved
Ideally, we want to include as many species as possib

the retrieval to maximize the information gleaned from
occultation data. The more species we include, however, th
larger the uncertainties in the resulting profiles generally
particularly if the data have large uncertainties. Theref
we are forced to limit the retrieval to the most likely speci

To narrow down the number of species to retrieve,
first examined the photochemical models(Yung et al., 1984;
Yung, 1987; Toublanc et al., 1995; Lara et al., 1996). Al-
though we should never force data to fit a particular mo
models can be used as guides to what to look for in the d
A species that is prevalent in all three of the photochem
models was a potential candidate for retrieval. Based on
examination, we selected the following species: N2, CH4,
C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, C4H2, C2N2, C4N2, HCN, HC3N, H2,
N, and H.

Once we had selected these species, we modeled the
occultations using atmospheres based on each of the p
chemical models and then used these model occultation
two tests. First, we ran them through the retrieval proced
and compared the retrieved profiles to the input profile
determine how well each species was retrieved. Second
compared the model spectra tothe measured spectra to ide
tify features in the model spectra that were clearlynot in the
data. Based on these two different comparisons, we e
nated H2, N, and H because their absorption is masked
that of N2 and CH4, and we eliminated C4N2 because its ab
sorption signature is not observed in the data.

As a further test, we modeled occultation spectra by va
ing both the included species and the total column den
for each one and eliminated any species whose absorptio
signature was absent in the measured spectra. The
clusions from this test were similar to those based on
photochemical models, and we selected nine species fo
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trieval: N2, CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, C4H2, C2N2, HCN,
and HC3N.

3.1.3. Wavelengths used
The Titan transmission spectra can be divided natur

into four wavelength ranges: N2 continuum (shortward o
650 Å), N2 bands (650–1000 Å), CH4-dominated (1000–
1350 Å), and hydrocarbons/nitriles (longward of 1350
The N2 retrieval was performed using only the N2 contin-
uum region because the N2 cross sections in the band regi
are poorly known (although much progress is currently
ing made by G. Stark and colleagues(Stark et al., 1992)).
This is unfortunate because it eliminates spectral informa
tion that would allow the N2 density to be retrieved at lowe
altitudes. Also, because the cross sections for other sp
in the N2 band region are well known, exclusion of the2
band region limits the retrieval of other species to lower a
tudes than might otherwise be possible. Rayleigh scatte
cross sections for N2 are known longward of 1000 Å, bu
they are many orders of magnitude smaller and not a
tor here. Although cross sections for the other species
known shortward of 650 Å, these have magnitudes s
lar to those longward of 1000 Å. The relative absence
significant absorption longward of 1000 Å until the sp
trum shortward of 650 Å is completely absorbed sugg
that the single-species retrieval of N2 using wavelengths les
than 650 Å is valid. The retrieval of the other species w
therefore performed using only the wavelengths longwar
1000 Å. Finally, because of possible edge effects in the s
tral processing, we exclude the first and last five channe
the spectrum from the retrievals. Thus, the final ranges
in the retrievals were roughly 590–650 Å for N2 and 1000–
1690 Å for the other species.

3.1.4. Projected solar disk issues
Two issues we investigated in modeling the attenua

spectrum were the non-uniform nature of the flux and
altitude-dependent absorption across the projected sola
in Titan’s atmosphere. To do this, we divided the Sun in
series of segments, assigned each segment a portion
total flux, treated each segment as a different source w
attenuating the fluxes, and combined the spectra for the
vidual segments to produce a singleI spectrum. Retrieval
performed with the segmented solar disk, both uniform
specifically investigate the altitude dependence of the
jected disk) and non-uniform, yielded insignificant diffe
ences from those assuming a single-segment, uniform
The often large uncertainties in the data and corresp
ingly large variations in the retrieved profiles likely mask
any differential absorption effects in the data. However,
Sun’s projection in Titan’s atmosphere subtended only
8 km during the ingress occultation and 15–17 km dur
the egress, and the corresponding image on the UVS d
tor spanned only two channels. Thus, differential absorp
effects were probably immeasurable, and all the retrie
assumed a single-segment, uniform Sun.
s

k

e

.

-

4. Results

4.1. Retrieved density profiles

A preliminary analysis of the newly processed UVS lig
curves by V97 resulted in number density profiles for
nine chosen species. V97 employed a simple “onion p
ing” retrieval method that inferred the atmosphere layer
layer from the top down (see V97 for a further discussion
the retrieval method). However, when we applied our tw
step retrieval method to the Titan occultation data, we fo
similar results for N2, CH4, C2H2, and C2H4 but very differ-
ent results for the others. This prompted us to investigate
V97 results more closely.

When we examined model spectra generated using
V97 results, we found that the signatures of C2H6, C4H2,
and C2N2 were more or less absent from the spectra. A c
parison of the model spectra to the data confirmed that t
three species were not present to any significant degree
suggests that the V97 profiles for these species were a
upper limits (if the retrieval method drove the number de
ties to the largest values that did not cause a significant s
tral signature). Because of this, we eliminated these thre
species from consideration in the present work.

HCN and HC3N presented a different case. A signat
of one or both of the species was clearly present, but the
methods gave different results. What we found is that
cross sections longward of 1300 Å for these two species
similar in shape spectrally when degraded to the UVS wa
length resolution, making them difficult to separate. Th
depending on how the particular retrieval method app
tioned the two, different sets of profiles could easily res
Given the importance of HCN in particular in driving th
temperature structure of Titan’s atmosphere(Yelle, 1991),
we included HCN and HC3N in the retrievals here as “limit
ing cases” in which either HCN or HC3N was retrieved bu
not both. Thus, we carried out one set of retrievals includ
CH4, C2H2, C2H4, and HCN, and another set of retrieva
where HCN was replaced by HC3N.

In Figures 5–9we compare our retrieved profiles to t
corresponding profiles from the three photochemical m
els of Yung et al. (1984) and Yung (1987)(hereafter Y84
and 87), Toublanc et al. (1995)(T95), and Lara et al.
(1996)(L96), the engineering model ofYelle et al. (1997)
(Y97), and the retrieved profiles from V97 (for cases wh
the comparison is insightful). The measured density ran
quoted by S82 are also shown were appropriate. In al
figures, the error bars on the density profiles represen
1-σ level.

4.1.1. N2

The upper panels ofFig. 5 show a comparison of our re
trieved N2 densities to the measured densities of S82
the model profile of Y97. As can be seen, our retrieved2
densities are larger than those of S82 by roughly 25%
the ingress occultation and 60% for the egress. Although
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more rigorous data processing method is certainly the so
of some of the differences, a second probable contribut
the retrieval method. S82 used a single spectral channel
725 Å, which is in the N2 band absorption region, where
we used several channels of the N2 continuum region cov
ering 590–650 Å. We have already stated that the N2 band
absorption cross sections are not known well enough to
trieve the N2 density accurately from that region of the spe
trum. The difficulties in measuring the band absorption cr
sections generally lead to overestimates, which in a den
retrieval lead to smaller densities.

The differences between the retrieved profiles and
Y97 profile are simply the result of Y97 being derived fro
the S82 measurements with a correction for CH4 absorption
in the spectral channel near 725 Å. We make the compar
primarily for illustrative purposes given that the Y97 mod
is the best current Titan engineering model. Our densities
roughly 50% (ingress) to 80% (egress) larger than the
values. The scale height of our N2 profiles is also smaller
primarily because Y97 assumed the thermospheric temper
ture (175 K) inferred byStrobel et al. (1992)from theSmith
et al. (1982)optical depth profile near 725 Å. As previous
noted, this lies within the N2 band region; therefore, th
optical depth, or more precisely the equivalent width, m
be beyond the linear regime of the curve of growth, wh
would result in an overestimate of the temperature.

From our retrieved N2 profiles, we inferred the ther
mospheric temperatures by fitting isothermal profiles to
data. In doing so, we assumed that N2 is in diffusive equi-
librium because the chemical destruction rates of N2 are
r

negligibly small above the homopause, which is proba
near the 1000–1100km altitude level (see CH4 results be-
low).

The results of this procedure are displayed in the lo
panels ofFig. 5. For each occultation, the retrieved N2 pro-
file is shown as points with error bars, while the best
isothermal profile is shown by the solid line. The temp
atures corresponding to each of the isothermal profiles
indicated: 152.9± 5.0 K for the ingress and 157.7± 10.6 K
for the egress. These are significantly lower than those
culated by S82, who found temperatures of 176± 20 K for
the ingress and 196± 20 K for the egress. Consistent wi
the S82 analysis, we find that the ingress and egress tem
atures are slightly different;however, we find a difference o
only 5 K instead of 20 K. Given the overlap of our det
mined temperatures within their uncertainties, we concl
that a temperature asymmetry is unlikely.

Because the thermospheric temperatures of S82
been used in models of the mesospheric temperature
file as well as the photochemical models, the differen
between the S82 temperatures and ours have far-rea
implications. HCN rotational line cooling is relatively effi
cient on Titan, so it may be a simple matter to bring
radiative transfer models in line with the lower tempe
tures (e.g., model F of(Yelle, 1991)approaches our the
mospheric temperatures). However, we note that the H
profile determines the level of HCN cooling, while va
ous hydrocarbons are also sources of cooling. At pres
all of the profiles used to model the temperature profile
from photochemical models based on the S82 results.
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analysis has provided new information on several of th
profiles (see below); detailed modeling such as that byYelle
(1991)is necessary to determine whether the retrieved
files and temperatures yield a consistent model of the mi
atmosphere.

4.1.2. CH4

Figure 6shows our retrieved CH4 profiles and their com
parisons to the S82 measurements as well as the va
models. In making these comparisons, we present two c
The first is the nominal case (upper panels) in which C4
was retrieved along with the other included species. The
ond is a maximum case (lower panels) in which CH4 was
considered theonly species absorbing in the range 100
1350 Å. The results of the nominal case are preferred g
that there is spectral evidence (seeSection 4.2) for other
absorbers. However, because of the importance of the4
profile, we present the maximum case to clearly delin
the differences between the current results and those of

The comparisons in the upper panels ofFig. 6reveal that
our nominal CH4 densities are somewhat lower than those
S82, with a mixing ratio of roughly 2.4% for the ingress a
1.1% for the egress. Two reasons exist for the differen
compared to S82. First, we have substantially improved
data processing, which resolved the inconsistencies note
Strobel et al. (1992)regarding the analysis of S82. Seco
we have considered more species than S82, who limited
analysis to CH4 and C2H2 in the long wavelength channe
Some of the absorption they attributed to CH4 is almost cer-
tainly absorption by other species.
s
.

-

.

y

r

The nominal case comparisons also show that the
trieved CH4 profiles have a different scale height than
models, although the evidence for this is weaker in the eg
data. All of the models have CH4 in the diffusive separa
tion regime (i.e., above the homopause) at these altitu
however, our retrieved profiles follow the N2 scale heights
closely. Unlike the giant planet atmospheres, in which
CH4 scale height differs from the background H2 scale
height by a factor of eight, the CH4 scale height is within
a factor of two of the N2 scale height on Titan. Thus, we e
pect the signature of diffusive separation at the homop
to be somewhat subtle. However, there is no clear signa
of a CH4 homopause inFig. 6, implying that it is at leas
as high as 1000 km and possibly higher. This strongly s
ports the conclusion ofStrobel et al. (1992), who found that
the homopause must be high in the atmosphere and fav
a level near 1025 km in contrast to the photochemical m
els, which have placed the homopause much lower in
atmosphere.

We note that these results are slightly higher than th
of V97, who found mixing ratios of 1.8 and 0.8% for th
ingress and egress, respectively. The V97 retrieved CH4 pro-
files had the peculiar problem of decreasing relative to
N2 profiles at the higher altitudes. Because CH4 is lighter
than N2, it should have a larger scale height if the two spec
are in diffusive equilibrium or the same scale height if th
are well mixed. We determined that the retrieval method
V97 tended to misassign the optical depth at low opacity
els, resulting in lower CH4 densities. Our two-step retriev
method, when combined with fewer species considere
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the retrievals, provides a much better estimate of the C4
density profiles at the higher altitudes. As such, we favor
current profiles over V97 and do not show the V97 res
here.

The maximum CH4 case comparisons in the lower pa
els ofFig. 6also show retrieved densities that are lower th
the observed range from S82, although not as significant
in the nominal case. At the lower altitudes, the ingress m
mum CH4 densities even exceed those of the models, tho
the ingress scale height is still clearly different between
data and models. The same may not be said of the eg
scale height, however. The egress maximum CH4 profile
shows lower densities than the models, but the shape o
profile parallels the models more closely than the other th
retrievals do. This hints that the homopause may have b
reached near 1000 km. The possibility of having reached the
homopause is one we will return to inSection 4.3. For now,
the primary conclusion to take away from the maximum c
comparisons is that the CH4 mixing ratio is smaller than the
S82 value of 8± 3% even when CH4 is the only absorbing
species considered.

Our results for CH4 have a tremendous impact on t
photochemical models because the CH4 density through-
out the upper atmosphere must decrease. They also co
that CH4 is well mixed to high altitudes, indicating that th
models must incorporate a higher homopause. In addi
the airglow investigations are affected by the new res
because less CH4 means less absorption of the N2 emis-
sions. This supports both the conclusions ofStrobel et al.
(1992), who found that the CH4 densities consistent wit
s

the S82 data were too high to reproduce the airglow
servations, and those ofStevens (2001), who has modeled
the Titan airglow and found that a CH4 mixing ratio of 1%
yields the best match to the Voyager UVS airglow obser
tions.

Finally, Fig. 6 illustrates a particularly interesting pu
zle for both the nominal and maximum CH4 profiles: the
apparent diurnal or longitudinal variation implied by d
ferences between the ingress and egress profiles. Be
the ingress occultation occurred on the dusk terminator
would expect the ingress mixing ratio to be lower than
egress because of photolysis. However, just the oppos
observed. It may be possible that magnetospheric intera
with Titan’s atmosphere has introduced a longitudinal v
ation, but this hypothesis can only be investigated thro
detailed modeling that is well beyond the scope of this
per. We note that the egress occultation is less favor
than the ingress for three reasons. First, it occurred w
the spacecraft was at a greaterdistance, causing the pro
jection of the Sun in the atmosphere to subtend a la
altitude range. Second, the egress reference spectra
taken from the ingress occultation, and there might be
accounted variations in the solar reference spectra. T
although they were not used in the retrieval, several ch
nels in the egress spectra showed anomalous behavior
attenuation region. For these reasons, we have greater
fidence in the ingress results; however, the possibility o
substantial diurnal or longitudinal variation in CH4 must be
entertained.
S82.
97
C

Fig. 7. Retrieved C2H2 profiles compared against the profiles of the Y84/87, T95, and L96photochemical models and the ranges of density measured by
The upper panels show the nominal profiles from the retrievals that included the all chosen species (seeSection 4.1). Also shown in these panels are the V
retrievals (the jagged solid lines). Differences between the current retrievals and V97 are discussed in the text. The lower panels show the maximum2H2
profiles from the retrievals in which C2H2 was the only absorbing species considered between 1400–1650 Å.
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4.1.3. C2H2

Figure 7 shows our retrieved C2H2 profiles and their
comparisons to the S82 measurements, the various mo
and the V97 retrieval results. As with CH4, we present two
cases: a nominal case (upper panels) in which C2H2 was
retrieved along with the other included species and a m
mum case (lower panels) in which C2H2 was considered th
only species absorbing over the range 1400–1650 Å. Ag
the results of the nominal case are preferred; however
present the maximum case to clearly delineate the di
ences between the current results and those of S82.

The most important implication of the nominal C2H2 pro-
files in the upper panels ofFig. 7 is that they indicate ther
is much less C2H2 in Titan’s upper atmosphere than S
determined. The primary reason for this is the lack of
strong C2H2 absorption feature near 1500 Å in our spec
(seeSection 4.2). The lack of this feature may be explain
by our more detailed data processing, which should h
yielded better results for the long wavelength channels o
spectra. Additionally, we used reference spectra taken
side the attenuation regionand at the proper spectral shif
S82 used a single reference spectrum for this region, t
from just after the gain change. The effects of absorption
though minimal, were already present in this spectrum
the same time, the limit cycle motion was varying rapi
during this phase of both occultations. The correspon
spectral shifts in the attenuated spectra did not match th
the single reference spectrum, possibly leading to the su
position of different absorption features in the transmiss
spectra. There are features in our spectra to either sid
1500 Å; it is possible that S82 misinterpreted these as C2H2
absorption. Finally, because S82limited their investigation
to C2H2 in this region, all the absorption that occurred
these long wavelength channels had to be assigned to C2H2
alone.

To emphasize this last point, the maximum case resul
the lower panels ofFig. 7provide a more direct compariso
with the S82 results. As can be seen, the maximum C2H2
profiles are more in line with the S82 ranges, though
maximum densities are even a bit higher at some altitu
This is actually consistent with the S82 results. Examina
,

f
-

f

.

of S82’s Fig. 6 shows that the C2H2 densities they deter
mined did not quite provide enough absorption and sho
have been slightly increased. The extreme difference
tween the nominal and maximum cases clearly shows th
the C2H2 profile is sensitive to the species included in
retrieval and that the UVS data spectrally favor other spe
besides C2H2.

The comparisons of the nominal retrievals to the V97
sults shed a little more light on the C2H2 profiles. For the
ingress, the two profiles are similar, though the V97 p
file yields smaller densities at the higher altitudes. For
egress, the profiles are also similar over much of the alti
range, with differences mainly at the top and bottom. T
differences are primarily a function of the proper assignm
of absorption once the number of retrieved species wa
duced. Given the general similarity of the two sets of profi
that were determined from two quite distinct retrieval me
ods, we conclude that the C2H2 profile is well represented b
our retrieval results. At the worst, the C2H2 profile should lie
between the two retrieved profiles.

In comparing our preferred nominal C2H2 profiles to the
photochemical models, one conclusion is clearly evid
they all overestimate the amount of C2H2. Given that the
S82 results provided the only constraint for these mode
the upper atmosphere, this is understandable. However,
been difficult for the photochemical models to produce
S82 levels of C2H2. Only Y84/87 had any success in repr
ducing the S82 structure, but their levels fell short. T95 w
able to produce a profile consistent with the level but
the structure, while L96 reproduced neither. Y84/87 co
mented that the most likely explanation for the mismatc
that S82 attributed absorption due to other species to C2H2.
T95 and L96 followed Y84/87’s example and claimed
same reason for the mismatch. Given our results, this ex
nation appears to be correct, but it is unclear whether
models that could not reproduce the high levels of C2H2 of
S82 can now match the lower levels we find here.

4.1.4. C2H4

Figure 8shows our retrieved C2H4 profiles and their com
parisons to the various models as well as the V97 retri
(the
Fig. 8. Retrieved C2H4 profiles compared against the profiles of the Y84/87, T95, and L96photochemical models. Also shown are the V97 retrievals
jagged solid lines). Differences between the current retrievals and V97 are discussed in the text.
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ls.
Fig. 9. Retrieved HCN (upper panels) and HC3N (lower panels) profiles compared against the profiles of the Y84/87, T95, and L96 photochemical mode
These retrieved profiles represent the “limiting cases” for HCN and HC3N discussed in the text.
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results. Only the nominal case retrievals are presented
because no earlier analyses of the Voyager UVS data
ferred a C2H4 profile.

Comparison of the current results to the V97 results
veals that the two retrieval methods yield nearly ident
profiles for the ingress occultation. This agreement prov
strong evidence that the C2H4 profile is well determined
The egress occultation profiles, while not as similar as th
for the ingress, agree closely below 800 km. Above 800
the shapes of the egress profiles are consistent, thoug
retrieval yields higher densities. As with the C2H2 profiles,
we conclude that the C2H4 profile is well represented by th
retrieval results, with the egress profile lying between
two retrievals at worst.

Unlike the retrievals for CH4 and C2H2 there is generally
good agreement between the retrieved profiles and the
tochemical models, both in the overall shape and level. T
is remarkable given that there have been no data-imp
constraints on the C2H4 density profile in this region. We
caution that the changes in the CH4 and C2H2 density pro-
files may lead to changes in photochemical models
eliminate this agreement, but only propagating the chan
through the models will reveal whether or not this is the ca

4.1.5. HCN and HC3N
As we discussed at the beginning of this section, th

two species are easily confused beyond 1300 Å at the V
ager UVS wavelength resolution. However, because the
spectral evidence in the UVS data for one or both of th
species at the lower altitudes, we present “limiting case”
trievals in which either HCN or HC3N, but not both, was
included in the retrieval along with CH4, C2H2, and C2H4.
r

-

As such, the HCN and HC3N profiles effectively represen
maximum cases, but we use the term “limiting case” her
avoid confusion with the single-species maximum cases
showed for CH4 and C2H2.

Figure 9shows our retrieved HCN (upper panels) a
HC3N (lower panels) profiles and their comparisons to
various models. In the case of the HCN profiles, we can
that the “limiting case” yields HCN profiles that are ge
erally higher in density than the models. In the case of
HC3N profiles, the opposite is true. Over most of the
trieved altitude range, the photochemical models yield to
much HC3N relative to the retrieved “limiting case” profile

Our “limiting case” retrievals effectively constrain the n
sum of the HCN and HC3N opacities (i.e., the net sum wi
not exceed the opacity of either “limiting case” profile tak
individually). Because we expect there to be a mixture
HCN and HC3N in Titan’s atmosphere, the differences b
tween the HC3N data and model profiles will grow larger a
some of the HC3N opacity is traded for HCN opacity. Whil
this will actually result in better agreement between the H
data and models, it is clear that the current photochem
models produce too much HC3N at the lower altitudes.

4.2. Comparisons of measured and model light curves a
spectra

To better illustrate how well the retrieval process has d
in matching the measured transmission spectra, we pre
two comparisons. The first compares the three light curve
Fig. 3 with model light curves, while the second compa
transmission spectra at several altitudes to the corresp
ing model spectra. In both cases, the nominal retrieved
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the measured light curves inFig. 3 to curves modeled using the retrieved number density profiles. The specified wavelength rang
correspond to those spanned by the same channel ranges as inFig. 3 and include the�W -induced wavelength shifts across the entire time span o
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at
mosphere for the HCN retrieval case has been used to m
the spectra; insignificant differences exist between the H
and HC3N cases at the scale of the plots.

Figure 10shows the comparison between the measu
and model light curves. The measured light curves are sh
by the vertical lines that represent the uncertainty in the l
curves, while the models are the solid lines. The wavele
ranges in each panel correspond to the channel rang
Fig. 3 and include the�W -induced wavelength shifts ove
the entire occultation. The top panels represent light cu
from the N2 retrieval region, the middle panel light curv
come from the CH4-dominated region, and the lower pa
els show light curves in the longer wavelength region wh
the heavier hydrocarbons and nitriles dictate the absorp
As we can see, the models are excellent fits to the data
cases.

Figure 11shows the comparison between measured
model transmission spectra. The left column of plots p
tains to the ingress occultation and the right column to
egress occultation. We show spectra for four altitudes,
sen to illustrate changes in the character of the absorp
as a function of altitude. In all cases, the measured spec
is represented by vertical lines corresponding to the ra
of uncertainties and the model spectrum by the solid l
The measured spectra shown are those used in the actu
trievals: the fits to the longer wavelength channels descr
in Section 3.1and the true data otherwise. With the exc
tion of the 1049/1050 km spectra, which fall near the end
the “dip” region of the light curves, the fitted spectra are
sentially the same as the measured spectra owing to the
quality of the fits. The spectra are limited to the wavelen
range used in the hydrocarbon/nitrile retrievals because th
small range of wavelengths used to retrieve the N2 densities
is more or less captured in the top panel ofFig. 10(the range
is actually half of that used to retrieve N2).

In the first two sets of spectra (1049/1050 km and
941/941 km), the presence of CH4 is clearly seen. The larg
l

n

.
l

-

h

“bite” taken out of the spectrum over 1000–1350 Å is ch
acteristic of CH4 absorption. The obvious difference in t
magnitude of the CH4 absorption between the ingress a
egress is the reason for the apparent diurnal/longitud
variation in the retrieved CH4 profiles. No other specie
can produce the general shape of the CH4 signature ex-
cept C2H6; however, we ruled out a strong C2H6 signature
through a comparison of the data and models (see the
ginning of Section 4.1). We are therefore forced to co
clude that the diurnal/longitudinal variation is real unle
the data processing has affected the transmission sp
significantly, a prospect we consider unlikely given that the
different processing by S82 qualitatively yielded a sim
variation. The presence of other species in the top two
of panels is determined from the smaller features supe
posed on the CH4 absorption and from the features longwa
of 1350 Å.

Overall the model spectra are a good match to the d
however, there are two comments to make regarding
spectral fits. First, the absence of a strong absorption
ture at 1500 Å explains our lower C2H2 densities compare
to S82. There are features to either side of 1500 Å that
have led S82 to interpret them as C2H2 absorption, but they
are too far removed in wavelength to be caused by C2H2,
even if the wavelength registration is slightly off.

Second, two features prominent in these spectra are t
near 1100 and 1400 Å. While the other spectral features
fit reasonably well, these two features cannot be matc
Exchanging one species for another is unlikely to solve
dilemma because the features are prominent enough to
duce a large chi-squared component that the retrieval w
attempt to reduce if possible. The obvious failure to do
forces us to find another explanation. One possibility is
error in the cross sections. Although some of these are
determined, a number of the cross sections date from o
measurements that could certainly be improved upon.
ditionally, practically all of the measurements have been
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n as
Fig. 11. Comparison of measured spectra to those modeled using the nominal retrieved profiles. The 1-σ uncertainties of the measured spectra are show
vertical lines and the model spectra as solid lines. The specified altitudes correspond to the point of closest approach of the line of sight for the given spectrum.
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room temperature and pressure, which are poor approx
tions of the conditions in Titan’s atmosphere. A second p
sibility is that these are data processing artifacts. The fea
near 1100 Å occurs in a region of higher uncertainty rela
to the rest of the CH4 “bite” region. The 1400 Å feature oc
curs near the edge of the filter over the longer waveleng
which causes problems in the scattered light removal. T
feature is also in a region of the spectrum where the effe
the “dip” artifact is strong.

In the last two sets of spectra (698/698 and 469/470 km),
the spectral matches are excellent. Absorption by CH4 is
complete, and the primary signatures are those due to C2H4
and HCN (alternatively, HC3N). Our ability to match the
spectra so well illustrates that the retrieval is good down
roughly 470 km. Below this altitude, however, the spec
information and overall transmission are both reduced to
els where a meaningful retrieval is not possible.

We note that the feature near 1400 Å is absent in
698/698 km spectra. This provides further evidence for
origin in either the “dip” artifact, which has no effect o
these altitudes, or the scattered light removal, which is d
inated by the H Lymanα line that has now been complete
absorbed. However, it does not rule out a real feature
has simply disappeared at these altitudes owing to a ch
in the atmosphere.

4.3. Engineering model atmosphere

To investigate the potential impact of the new results
the current Cassini engineering model ofYelle et al. (1997),
-

e

we have generated a simple model that is consistent with
results and merges smoothly with the Y97 model at lo
altitudes. The model assumes an atmosphere compos
N2 and CH4 only and one that is well-mixed at all altitude
(i.e., no diffusive separation). Although neither assump
is strictly correct, their effects are generally minimized
the dominance of N2 and CH4 over all other species an
the fact that the data demonstrate a high degree of
ing to at least 1000–1100km altitude. Because the prese
model is intended primarily to illustrate changes relative
the Cassini engineering model, these assumptions are
sonable.

To generate the model, we assumed a temperature p
of the form

(9)T (r) = Ts + (T∞ − Ts) tanh

(
r − rs

δr

)
,

wherer is the radius,T∞ is the thermospheric temperatur
Ts andrs are the temperature and radius, respectively, of a
reference “surface” level, andδr is a fixed scaling paramete
Using this temperature profile, the scale height was de
mined as

(10)H(r) = kT (r)

[mN2+mCH4fCH4
1+fCH4

][go(
Ro

r
)2]

,

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant,mx is the mean molecu
lar mass of speciesx, fCH4 is the CH4 volume mixing ratio,
andgo andRo are the gravity and radius at Titan’s surfa
(135.3 cm s−2 and 2575 km, respectively). The bracket
term on the left in the denominator inEq. (10)represents
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Fig. 12. The upper panels compare the current engineering model (solid lines) with that ofYelle et al. (1997)(dashed lines). The dotted line at 330 km altitu
indicates the point at which the two models merge. Below this level, the model is unchanged from Y97. The upper right panel also shows the empiric
temperature profile ofLellouch et al. (1990)above 330 km. The lower panels show the corresponding model N2 and CH4 profiles for the ingress (left) an
egress (right) occultations and compare them to the retrieved profiles (represented by the range of uncertainties). The deviation of the retrieved egress CH4
profile from the model may hint at the location of the homopause.
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the mean molecular mass of the atmosphere; the brac
term on the right accounts for the variation of gravity w
height. The scale height was then integrated to find the p
sure using

(11)p(r) = ps exp

(
−

r∫
rs

dr

H(r)

)
,

whereps is the pressure at the reference “surface.” Finally
the total number density profile was calculated from
pressure (assuming an ideal gas) via

(12)n(r) = p(r)

kT (r)
,

from which the N2 and CH4 number density profiles wer
calculated as

(13)nN2(r) = n(r)

1+ fCH4

and

(14)nCH4(r) = n(r) − nN2(r).

The various parameters in the model were determ
through iteration until the resulting chi-squared difference
between the N2 and CH4 retrieved and model number de
sity profiles were minimized at the same time that the
sulting model total number density and temperature pro
merged smoothly with the Y97 model at the reference “s
face” level. We ran the model for both the ingress and eg
d

-

occultations, and the final parameter values were:

Ts = 175.89 K,

rs = 2905 km(z = 330 km),

ps = 45.4 dynes cm−2,

T∞ = 152.9 K (ingress); 157.7 K (egress),

δr = 400 km,

fCH4 = 0.024(ingress); 0.011(egress).

The upper panels ofFig. 12show the resulting model to
tal number density (left) and temperature (right) profiles
both occultations and compare them to the Y97 model.
right panel also compares the temperature profiles to th
Lellouch et al. (1990)(L90). While the Y97 profile is base
on the detailed calculations ofYelle (1991)that provided
a physical explanation for the formation of a mesopa
Lellouch et al. (1990)were the first to use an empiric
model to argue convincingly that a mesopause might e
As such, both the L90 and Y97 profiles provide interes
comparisons.

Below the reference “surface” level at 330 km, the curr
model is identical to the Y97 model. Above this level, t
total number density profiles are seen to be larger than
Y97 profile until high altitudes where the effects of diffusi
separation included in the Y97 model dominate. Perhap
biggest difference, though, is in the temperature profile
order to match the thermospheric temperature of S82
L90 and Y97 models had to incorporate a mesosphere
a low mesopause temperature. Our model demonstrate
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a mesosphere may no longer be necessary, and the obs
thermospheric temperature can be met with a simple
off from the stratopause value. We note that all four profi
have roughly the same average temperature above 330
158 K for the ingress, 162 K for the egress, 164 K for Y9
and 161 K for L90. Clearly, detailed calculations of the te
perature structure such as those byYelle (1991)are needed
before any definitive conclusions regarding the mesosp
can be made. However, it is unlikely that the structure w
deviate substantially from that in our simple model given
lower thermospheric temperatures we have determined
the UVS data.

The lower panels ofFig. 12show the resulting model N2
and CH4 density profiles for the ingress (left) and egre
(right) occultations. These are compared to the nomina
trieved profiles ofFigs. 5 and 6, which are shown as shade
regions spanning the range of the uncertainties. The mat
are quite good over the entire range of altitude for all
the egress CH4 profile. Our ability to match both the N2
and CH4 profiles for the ingress occultation assuming no d
fusive separation supports a homopause at altitudes gr
than 1000 km. However, the clear deviation of the egr
CH4 data from the model profile provides tantalizing e
dence that we may be seeing the homopause in Titan’
mosphere. Unfortunately, the quality of the egress dat
such that the deviation is only just statistically significa
but this represents the first direct evidence we may hav
the actual location of the homopause.

4.4. Low-altitude considerations

While the primary conclusions of this paper pertain to
higher altitudes (i.e., above 800 km or so), there are two
sults with implications at the lower altitudes. These res
are illustrated byFig. 13, which shows the measured lig
curves averaged over spectral channels 103–121 for
the ingress and egress occultations. This figure also sh
light curves generated using the photochemical model
Y84/87, T95, and L96.

The first point to note inFig. 13is the large difference be
tween the data and model light curves. Not only do the mo
d

:

s

r

curves fail to reproduce the large “step” in the data curv
they show that the models generate too much opacity in
lower atmosphere. While it may simply be a lack (perh
absence) of constraints at these altitudes, these two o
vations are indicative of a problem with the photochem
models that needs to be addressed. Although only sp
lation, perhaps there is an unknown temperature-depen
mechanism that plays a part given that the “step” occurs a
altitudes encompassing the mesospheric temperature
ima in several model temperature profiles(Lellouch and
Hunten, 1987; Lellouch et al., 1990; Yelle, 1991; Yelle
al., 1997).

The second point to note is that the light curves flat
out over the range of 400–450 km and are not fully absor
until roughly 325 km in the ingress occultation and 300
in the egress occultation. Over these ranges of altitude
measured light curves form a second “step” with∼ 4% of the
light still being transmitted. These “steps” represent the l
altitude haze layer mentioned byBroadfoot et al. (1981a), an
investigation of which has never been pursued primarily
cause of the absence of any meaningful spectral informa
other than total flux. Nevertheless, there are a few comm
we can make.

It is interesting to note that these low-altitude “steps”
gin at roughly the same altitude at whichRages and Pollac
(1983) found a weak but persistent extinction feature
sociated with the visible hazes in Titan’s atmosphere.
coincidence of features at both UV and visible waveleng
strongly suggests that there is a change in the charact
the atmosphere at these altitudes. The altitudes at w
the cut-offs occur are consistent with the altitude range
the detached haze layer seen in Voyager images (cf.Rages
and Pollack, 1983) but are slightly lower than that noted b
Hubbard et al. (1993)in their analysis of the 28 Sgr occult
tion data. This is possibly a result of seasonal effects g
that the Voyager observations took place nine years prio
the 28 Sgr occultation. The difference in the altitudes of
cut-offs for the two occultations, however, is consistent w
the conclusion ofHubbard et al.that Titan’s atmosphere i
not spherically symmetric and shows latitudinal (or poss
longitudinal) asymmetries.
Fig. 13. Comparison of measured light curves at low altitudes to light curvesgenerated using the Y84/87, T95, and L96 photochemical models. The measured
curves are the average of channels 103–121, and the given wavelength ranges correspond to the range spanned by these channels including the�W -induced
wavelength shifts. The large differences between the data and model curves illustrate the fact that current photochemical models provide too much opacity at
low altitudes. Also noted in the figure are the cut-off altitudes for the second “step” feature in the measured light curves that is discussed in the text.
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5. Concluding remarks

Our reanalysis of the Voyager 1 UVS solar occultatio
has yielded improved densities and temperatures in c
parison to the results of S82 for several reasons. First
developed a Monte Carlo model for the UVS detector
sembly that represents a major improvement in our ab
to process raw UVS data into analyzable spectra. Sec
we implemented a new processing scheme that allowe
to generate light curves of excellent quality despite the p
lems associated with the gain change at mid-occultation
inexplicable anomalies of the egress reference spectra
near-zero counting rates in the HVL 2 gain state for many o
the channels as demonstrated inFig. 2. Finally, we employed
a robust, highly flexible occultation analysis method wh
incorporates many features, including the ability to han
multiple species, temperature-dependent cross sections
a finite, non-uniform source.

Our retrieved N2 densities are higher than those det
mined by S82, a difference we attribute to their use of a b
absorption region of the spectrum. On the other hand,
CH4 densities are smaller than those of S82 and sugg
constant CH4 mixing ratio of 1–3% up to∼ 1000–1100 km
with a favored value near 2.4%. Our C2H2 densities are sig
nificantly lower than those of S82 owing to the lack of t
strongest C2H2 absorption feature in our spectra. Abso
tions do exist to either side of this feature and may h
been interpreted as due to C2H2 by S82 because they co
sidered only C2H2, but it is also possible that the chang
in data processing have led to changes in the resulting s
tral shape. Our inferred thermospheric temperatures from2

continuum absorption are 153–158 K. These are roughly
40 K cooler than those of S82, which were derived from2
band absorption signatures that may be beyond the li
region on the curve of growth. This difference in tempe
ture has implications for radiative transfer models of Tita
middle atmosphere as clearly illustrated by our simple
mospheric model.

Because the existing photochemical models have b
constructed to match the S82 N2 density at 1265 km an
CH4 mixing ratio at 1125 km, it is no surprise that all t
models overestimate the CH4 density at high altitudes. Be
cause CH4 is the precursor for other hydrocarbons and
triles in photochemical models of Titan’s atmosphere, an
correct model CH4 density profile will propagate and affe
the predicted density profiles for all carbon-bearing mo
cules. Given our significantly lower C2H2 profiles compared
to S82, the fact that all the models overestimate the C2H2

density profile is also not unexpected. In contrast to this
have relatively good matches between our retrieved C2H4

profiles and the model profiles. Finally, the “limiting cas
retrievals for HCN and HC3N constrain the net sum of th
opacities due to these two species. At present, the HCN
files from the models are easily within the limits establish
by our retrievals. However, all the model HC3N profiles ex-
,

d

d

-

r

-

ceed the “limiting case” profiles, indicating that the mod
produce too much HC3N below 800 km.

Given our improved retrieval of density profiles and te
peratures from the Voyager 1 UVS solar occultation d
and their implication of the “preferred model constraints,
is not fair to compare our results with existing photoche
ical models that were bound by different constraints. T
comments we have made regarding these models have
mostly to illustrate the significance of the new results
their impacts on future models. However, we note that
three models have overestimated the opacity at UVS w
lengths in the lower atmosphere, even in comparison to
S82 results. This problem has persisted for 20 years and
be addressed by future models as we enter the Cassini
the exploration of the saturnian system.
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